SUMMARY We report our experience with a prototype combined light and electron microscope (the LEM 2000) with particular reference to its application to routine surgical histopathology. We found its major advantages over conventional transmission electron microscopes were due to the large grid size (7 mm diameter), low magnification capacity ( x 250), and the built-in microprocessor for recording areas of interest. These features combihe to reduce sampling errors and greatly facilitate orientation and relocation of fields of diagnostic importance.
A new type of transmission electron microscope, the combined light and electron microscope (LEM 2000) has recently been developed by International Scientific Instruments Ltd. The Histopathology Department of this hospital has used a prototype LEM for three months, this paper being an evaluation of the instrument and associated techniques of specimen preparation. We have specifically tested possible applications of the LEM to routine surgical histopathology. Initial details of the instrument suggested that its main advantage over other transmission electron microscopes would be the opportunity to observe the same specimen in both the light and the transmission electron modes, combining selective colour staining with high resolution microscopy in the electron mode. What had not been foreseen was that the larger grid size (7 mm diameter as opposed to the conventional 3 mm diameter) combined with the low magnification capacity ( x 250) and the microprocessor for recording areas of interest, would prove so useful in overcoming sampling difficulties and problems with orientation and relocation of key fields. Although other instruments have similar low magnification capacity, no other instrument, as yet, has the ability to accept a large grid.
Material and methods
Specimens were prepared using a range of tissues of varying sizes measuring from 1 mm square to 5 mm square by 1 mm thick. Tissues were processed according to the general principles involved in Accepted for publication 13 July 1981 preparing specimens for electron microscopy. Time schedules were adjusted to allow for larger pieces of tissue. The schedule used for a typical specimen is shown in Table 1 . Tissues were embedded using the Sorvall JB4 embedding system.' Table 1 Processing schedule Step Time (h) Some conventional electron microscopy was carried out with sections thinner than 01 um (Fig. 5) . The instrument was capable of studies to levels of resolution equal to that considered to be conventional for thin sections of tissue-that is, 1/10 of the section thickness (Cosslett's law).2 Suggested uses of sections of different thicknesses are summarised in Table 2 . It was noticed that under the electron beam thelight microscopy stain was "burned off" leaving areas of unstained resin when re-examined in the light microscope. The section could not be restained due to further polymerisation of the resin in the heat of the beam. Silver staining techniques could not be carried out with the section on the grid as the solution attacked and dissolved the copper grid. The section had to be first stained and then mounted.
The main advantage of the LEM in diagnostic histopathology only became apparent when we began to concentrate on using the instrument as a transmission electron microscope, exploiting its large grid size (7 mm as opposed to the conventional 3 mm), low magnification capacity (x 250) and microprocessor for recording areas of interest. We found, for example in focal glomerulonephritis, that the larger number of glomeruli available for examination and easily reidentifiable made electron microscopic diagnosis of this condition much easier and more reliable. In the electron microscopic examination of lymphomas we found orientation very much less of a problem than with conventional grids and in follicular lymphomas we could easily find and examine neoplastic follicles (Fig. 4) .
In the investigation of the histogenesis of tumours thought likely to be rhabdomyosarcomas or likely to contain neurosecretory granules-a larger section, with low power scanning capacity and the ability to record and relocate areas of interest, obviously improved the chances of making a positive diagnosis. The examination of pieces of intestinal mucosa and pancreas was also greatly facilitated on larger pieces of tissue-orientation was much easier and islets simple to find. Pieces of liver could be examined faster and low power scans for HBsAg and HBcAg in hepatocyte cytoplasm and nucleus respectively were much more readily performed.
In other words, sampling and orientation problems were greatly reduced in the LEM. When we wished to have a second look at a section at a later date, because the 7 mm diameter grid would only fit into the grid holder in one position the section was Jones, Chapman, Crocker, Carson, Levison identically orientated every time it was placed in the instrument. With the co-ordinates automatically recorded on every photograph, areas of interest were readily relocated.
Discussion
In the short time we had the use of the prototype LEM we certainly did not study its potential exhaustively. We probably underestimated the advantages of its capacity to view the same section by light and electron microscopy. For example, we did no histochemical nor immunoperoxidase work and as the reaction products of these techniques can be visible by both light and electron microscopy, this would seem an ideal area in which to use the instrument. Also, the examination of brain tissue with the use of silver staining techniques would seem another area in which much might be achieved.
However, our aim was to develop specimen preparation techniques and to evaluate the instrument as a tool in diagnostic histopathology. The various technical problems encountered and our solutions to these are reported. Many of the techniques we tried had to be modified as the requirements and the potential of the instrument were new to us, but none of the problems seemed insurmountable and most were easily solved. We personally think that the main advantages of the LEM over conventional transmission electron microscopes in the field of diagnostic histopathology stem from the large grid size. Furthermore, the capacity of the instrument to view larger sections could be useful if only a very limited amount of tissue were available for microscopic examination. In such circumstances it is obviously an advantage not to have to divide a specimen into parts for election microscopy and light microscopy. The whole specimen can be embedded and a section from the whole face of the specimen can be examined in the LEM.
The microprocessor system for relocating areas of interest is certainly a convenience although 3 mm diameter "finder" grids perform the same function in conventional electron microscopes. The large LEM grid is a finder grid, but we found the relocating system invaluable in dealing with this larger area. We know there are those who would prefer to retain separate dedicated instruments for light and electron microscopy. One is compromising to some extent with a combined instrument such as the LEM, but the only compromise as far as the electron microscopist is concerned is the upper limitation in magnification ( x 45 000). This, however, has to be balanced against advantages such as the potential of large sections and the ability to look at exactly the same section by light and electron microscopy. 
